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Ambition
Ambition is a word which evokes strong reactions from people. Some see it as
a powerful tool for accomplishment while others see it as a terrible vice to be
avoided at any cost.
Which are you? Does ambition seem to be an insidious evil or a genuine virtue
to be developed? The real issue may be toward what ends is the ambition
aimed? Are we ambitious for selfish gain or for the good of others? Are we
ambitious toward superficial fame or lasting significance?
This quality, like many others, is given its moral weight by its object. If I?m
only ambitious toward power, fame, money, and personal pleasure, my
ambition will bring out many of the worst parts of my nature. However, if I am
ambitious toward matters like altruism, service, philanthropy, building
community among my teammates, the development of others and a legacy of
truth and love, the best of my heart will be fully engaged.
Toward what are you most ambitious? What characterizes your highest
priorities and most lofty goals? When realized, do they most fully serve your
interests or would they benefit others? Do you compete your heart out to win
MVP awards or team championships? Are you more ambitious for individual
recognition or for team achievement?
May I challenge you to check you ambitions and to purposefully direct them
toward your teammates and friends? You can then play your heart out with no
pangs of conscience due to latent selfishness or personal ambition. You will
have directed ambition wisely and properly toward the betterment of those you
love and respect, your teammates.
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